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About This Content

Invoking the feel of SNES-era RPGs, RPG Maker DS was a big hit in Japan. Unfortunately, it hasn't made it over to North
America (yet). What has made it over however is a boatload of resources for use in Game Character Hub.

We've taken the original resources and modified them (when necessary) to work perfectly with Game Character Hub. Enjoy the
flexible layer system, real-time animation previews and the powerful character generators that comes with Game Character Hub

while you create new characters in a retro style!

What's Included?

More than 150 new unique items, with a large number of outfits and hairstyles.

Male and Female templates.
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Medieval outfits and accessories, including armors, helmets and various weapons.

Variety of hairstyles all supplied with different hair colors.

A new built-in yet customizable random character generator, to create tons of top-quality characters in a few clicks!

Assets that can be used with RPG Maker VX Ace game engine.
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Really boring for me, but if u like some dialogs you would like it :D
But at all didn't worth the price at it is :/. this is awesome. Using headphones, and joystick / throttle all on USB through steam
link. amazing technology.. One of the worst games I have ever played, no controls setup, no apparent control of your weapons.
The game ad made it out to be that you were creating your own beats by using weapons, definitely not the case. The weapons
seemingly activate with the music, and you just move aroud to avoid damage. Terrible game, at least it was only $0.99.... I've
been waiting for this game to come out ever since I saw the trailer, and I have to say it's lived up to my expectations. The
concept is unique, I love the Tim Burton-like asthetic of the characters, and the atmosphere that the game creates as you go
around the zombie infested high-school with Ian and North (Ian's dog) is eerie, which is what you're looking for in this genre.

The game can be quite challenging at times, but that only makes the satisfaction of finally getting past a puzzle or a difficult
level more rewarding. The controls and the actions are well explained during the game, and you get the hang of how to use
North to help you navigate around the school quite easily.

I believe the voice acting is the weakest point in an overall very enjoyable and original game. It's only a minor problem, it
doesn't take you out of the game, just something for the studio to improve in their next project, which I am definitely looking
foward too after having seen what they've done in this one.

In conclusion, I would recommend this game to anyone, and I can't wait to see what Sindie Games does next.. This is a superb
American Football simulation. The user interface has been updated and is excellent and the attention to detail to plays you can
call is amazing. The whole game is so realistic. You can coach your team through as many seasons as you want with a great draft
system to improve your squad and build a dynasty. You can even just watch simulated games. Another great feature is you can
have unlimited leagues, edit teams and player names and attributes.

Highly recommended. Absolutely love the game!. Garbage game abandoned by garbage developers. This story was highly
addictive and contained all of the best parts of reading a book, combined with the decisions made while playing video games. I
really hope there are more like this.. You can travel to other cities, purchase and gamble properties, acquire modes of
transportation, buy and wear hats, organize and play in tournaments, do chip tricks. Best poker game I've played in a long time..
Lame. Took like 15 minutes and so predictable. Like bad D&D. Got it in a bundle for pennies and still feel like I was robbed,
which seems ironically appropriate.. Skyworld Kingdom Brawl is effectively Skyworld 'light' and that's not a bad thing.

Review
https:\/\/youtu.be\/6FwQ7Utf1b8
Stream
https:\/\/youtu.be\/N6_IM9HDIfI

Vertigo games has separated the slow going over world side of Skyworld with the action packed card battle side of Skyworld
and the result is a hell of a lot a fun.

Anyone who loads into Skyworld Kingdom Brawl that has played the original Skyworld will instantly be familiar with the UI
and the feel for how everything works. Most things are intuitive with a few exceptions. Placing the upgrade piece into the slot
for example. Once you get this little hiccup worked out there's not much else to trip you up.

The art and the audio are both very high quality.

Population doesn't seem to be too much of an issue. It took us a few minutes to get the ball rolling but then got two back to back
games on a Monday night between 9 and 10 pm EST. That's not too bad for 2 weeks post launch. The leaderboards also showed
a reasonable weekly activity level.

The main negative take away here is really just for anyone who enjoyed the slower overworld side of Skyworld. The long game
strategy player wont be able to scratch that itch here.

Outside of that, this is a fast, fun experience brought to you by a veteran VR studio and at a great price. Definitely recommend
picking this one up.
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Incredible game, but nearly unplayable without a num pad on your computer. They need to remap keys somehow.. It's fun and
the waifus are cute but all you can do is play against bots. I can't play with friend. Fun game but haven't seen an update since
May 25th , 2015.. Great game, too addictive, don't buy unless you have some seriously bad relationships in your life that you
want to neglect! :D. 11 hours in 2 days - kinda says it all. This game is challenging but fun. This game has tons of content, you
can craft\/build\/farm pretty much everything, and the learning curve kinda reminds me of Don't Starve, you will fail and die
and come back smarter a few times, and eventually, you'll get the gist and manage to play a longer game.

The UI\/UX is the weak point, even after discovering crafting recipes it\\s very hard to find what you need and to choose which
resources to use to make them. I would love to see the dev improve this, and make the game a bit more accessible to a less
hardcore audience, I believe something like that can do miracles for the game's business.

The other thing I'd like to see is some more mid\/late game challenge. Once I plant 1-2 tomato plants and they grow, I pretty
much have an endless supply of food. And the still (stone still or solar still) gives me an endless supply of water. Then all that
remains is combat and improving your combat skills.

Last, I'd like to see some advantage to higher tier doodads. The stone still and clay still and copper still do the exact same thing. I
see no reason wasting higher tier materials on this.

Bottom line, very fun game, I do warmly recommend it, but also looking forward to seeing it grow and improve, because there is
room for that.. First impression: fun casual jigsaw game

Just doing the puzzles by shape, with this amazing music, guessing what the picture is going to show, is joy.

I have been playing jigsaws since I was a kid, and have seen many good and bad jigsaw computer games, but none like this. The
most important design decision in this game is to make only 5 spare pieces available, and to scale these down. This solves the
problem that, on a conventional jigsaw puzzle, the spare pieces take up twice as much space as the actual puzzle -- and our
screen just isn't as big as the table I used to do them on (and the really big ones needed the floor!). With this decision, the puzzle
itself can be big, and be the main focus of the game. It is supported by not showing a preview picture (the picture on the "box");
you can see the target image on the level selection screen, but not when you are actually puzzling. In lieu of that, some pieces are
already placed when you start. Also, the pieces are not rotated, making placing them as simple as dragging and dropping.

All of this adds up to a nice challenge, even when a puzzle only has 50-70 pieces. The game uses bonuses to scale the difficulty.
Doing a puzzle earns coins; doing it again earns more coins; this means you can grind to be able to buy hints or unlock the next
set, should you not be able to do them error-free. In relaxed mode, that's all there is to it; do 120 small puzzles. In timed mode,
which is the default, you need to beat a timer, and the time is set so that you need to memorize a good bit of the puzzle, usually
doing it several times until you can beat the time. This way, a puzzle set at 1:30 may take you 8 minutes until you're able to
3-star (well, 3-key) it. Note that this is entirely optional, but required to do all of the achievements. Beating all of the timers is
likely to take well over 10 hours, while going through it in relaxed mode, doing every puzzle once, probably takes at least 5
hours. (Doing it hardcore, aka 3 keys on all puzzles with no updates, is going to take me 30+ hours.)

This leads me to another reason why the decision to limit the player to 5 new pieces is genius: each replay is different. I'm still
playing the same puzzle, which I'm learning and getting better at, but the initial configuration is partially different (some pieces
are always there, others vary) and the selection of pieces that come up is different each time you play. That means I can't learn
the sequence by rote, I have to go deeper and learn the meaning of the shapes. It makes doing the replays fun for me where
otherwise it could be a grind.

The game runs windowed at 1024x768 or fullscreen, extending the image to 16:9 format if needed. The interface is uncluttered
and serves well. The game is accessible to children and should play well on touch devices. It runs fine on my old Windows XP
machine, too.

This is not the type of jigsaws that you spend hours (or even half an hour) on. The game does have well over 6000 pieces, but
they're split over 120 puzzles, which can be done quickly and casually. If that's what you want, and if you like the art style,
you're going to enjoy this game. Recommended.
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